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A student in 
distress
Warning signs 
1. Asks you for help with personal problems
2. Excessive procrastination
3. Decrease in quality of work or missing class
4. Too frequent office visits (dependency on you)
5. Lack of follow through
6. Marked changes in mood 
7. Marked changes in behavior
8. Marked changes in personal hygiene
9. Impaired speech or disjointed thoughts, trouble 
focusing on a specific topic
10.Speaks about problems with sleeping and 
concentration
11.Crying, incongruous affect (smiling while crying), flat 
affect (failure to show emotion) 




• Talk with the student privately (but do not promise confidentiality).
• Be honest and direct about your observations/concerns (not diagnosis).
• Be non-judgmental.
• Do not promise confidentiality. Tell student you will use utmost discretion if 
seeking assistance and that you would like to partner with them to 
determine how to proceed.
• Communicate care and compassion while maintaining boundaries 
appropriate to students and faculty/staff.
• Clarify disturbing disclosures.  Ask, “what do you mean by …” to gain as 
much insight as possible about student’s thoughts and feelings
• Ask what the student has done to address the issue.  Ask what they think 
they need to do.
• Consult with a colleague or one of the CCS staff if you feel you could benefit 
from another perspective.
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10 Domains of Verbal De-escalation
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1. Respect the person’s and your personal space
2. Do not be provocative
3. Establish verbal contact
4. Be concise
5. Identify wants and feelings
6. Listen closely to what the person is saying
7. Agree or agree to disagree
8. Lay down the law and set clear limits
9. Offer choices and optimism
10.Debrief the person 
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Tips for Diffusing a Student in a Non-crisis Situation
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• Sit down.
• Close the door or find a quiet place.
• Let them talk.
• Affirm the feeling! 
• Ask what you can do to best help them at this time.
• Don’t feel like you have to fix the problem for them, but help 
the student to identify what is really upsetting to them at this 
time.









Relates to information 
shared between 
client/patient and treating 
provider
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Advisors have an obligation to 
report any information regarding 
potential harm to the advisee or 




• Inform yourself of campus resources
• List of names and #s
• Pay attention to expressed and implied needs
• Locate correct referral
• Make student comfortable with idea
• Facilitate referral by making phone call
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When and Where to Refer?
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• Faculty/Academic Advisors are NOT expected to deal with 
medical, conduct or psychological crises.
• Student sharing information that suggests stress, anxiety or 
other emotional concerns that are interfering with daily 
functioning
• Concerns about the personal safety of student 
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Recognizing and Helping Students in Crisis
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Recognizing and Helping Students in Crisis
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